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Abstract. An extended enterprise is comprised of multiple linkages between and amongst a company
and its suppliers, distributors, customers and others.  Linkages are long term collaborative agreements
based on synergies and the ability to create value.  An extended enterprise eliminates wasteful transaction
costs and removes redundancies, delays and inefficiencies from the supply chain.  This is accomplished
through the coordination of demand forecasting, production planning, deployment and transportation as
well as creating organizational and process links with seamless information flows between them. Extended
enterprise is enabled by developments in technology, especially information technology.  Sharing
information about sales forecast, production schedules, inventory, etc. makes an extended enterprise a
win/win situation.  Extended enterprise networks have used information technology systems such as
electronic data interchanges, enterprise resource planning, and the Internet with different degrees of
success.  The Integrated Manufacturing Technology Initiative has identified several information technology
criteria as critical to the success of future enterprises.  Based on these criteria, this paper discusses
XML’s contribution to the extended enterprise paradigm.  Dell’s direct sale model is used to illustrate the
role of XML in enterprise extension.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
The extended enterprise (EE) concept has its beginning in the implementation
of new management practices such as just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing. JIT
depends on timely delivery of the right number of defect-free components. This
requires close relations with suppliers. As companies realized the benefits of closer
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relations with suppliers, higher quality and lower costs, the concept of closer
relations was expanded to include all linkages in the chain from raw material
extraction to disposal and/or recycling of product. This came to be known as
supply chain management.  As companies have positive experiences with the
supply chain concept, they started to see the value of a close relationship wherever
there is synergy and value to pooling resources and talents to meet customers’
demand. For example, AOL and Coca-Cola agreed to pool their marketing
resources and brands name recognition to further their promotional strategies.  In
some cases alliances were created among competitors.  For instance, six major
airline companies banded together to sell discounted ticket on the Internet through
an alliance named hotwire.com.  In addition, GM, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, Renault
and Nissan formed a consortium to create the digital trade exchange Covisint.
Hence, the term extended enterprise is used to reflect the fact that these close
relationships go beyond the traditional supplier/customer relations.  According to
Duffy (2000), “Organizations are no longer linked together in a linear value chain;
they are connected to form a web, which presents a much more complex tableau.”
EE is enabled by developments in technology, especially information
technology.  McNair et al. (2000) argue that EE is more about information flows
than physical flows. Sharing information about sales forecast, production
schedules, inventory, etc. makes EE a win/win situation. EE networks have used
Information Technology (IT) systems such as electronic data interchanges (EDI),
enterprise resource planning (ERP), and the Internet with different degrees of
success.  The purpose of this paper is to discuss the IT criteria critical to EE and
examines XML’s role in enterprise extension. In doing our analysis, we refer to
criteria identified by the Integrated Manufacturing Technology Initiative (IMTI,
2000) as critical to the success of future enterprises.  Such criteria include
information sharing capacity, minimal additional investment, flexibility and
interoperability, and security and integrity.
The remaining sections are organized as follows  Section 2 and 3 describe the
EE and its information technology requirements. Section 4 discusses the benefits
and limitations of ERP and EDI.  Properties of XML are given in Section 5.
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Section 6 explains how XML and its derivatives automate data flow across the
EE. Section 7 discusses XML’s benefits and limitations with respect to EE’s
information technology requirements. Summary and conclusions of this study
are provided in Section 8.
2.  EXTENDED ENTERPRISE
An EE is comprised of multiple linkages between and amongst a company
and its suppliers, distributors, customers and others. Linkages are long term
collaborative agreements based on synergies and the ability to create value.
According to McNair et al (2000), EE eliminates many of the wasteful transaction
costs and removes redundancies, delays and ineffic  iencies from the supply chain.
This is accomplished through the coordination of demand forecasting, production
planning, deployment and transportation as well as creating organizational and
process links with seamless information flows between them.
An EE provides many of the benefits of arm’s length market transactions and
of vertical integration while avoiding many of their risks. EE offers the flexibility
and efficiency of the market while avoiding traditional adversarial relations that
may lead to high transaction costs and uncertainty. EE also avoids the disadvantages
of internal vertical integration in a rapidly changing environment. Companies
can have access to economies of scale and skills without the necessary capital
investment. EE partners can provide as well as gain access to innovations and
new technology.  Another important contribution of EE is knowledge. Duffy (2000)
argues that knowledge is difficult to replicate because the validation process
depends on certain skills and experiences. Therefore, an organization cannot
possibly know everything it needs to know. Knowledge sharing is a key benefit
of the EE.
The impetus for EE is the change in competitive environment where
companies found themselves forced to compete on both quality and costs. New
management and manufacturing methods such as JIT and total quality
management were developed to enable companies to compete in the new
competitive environment. To get the full benefit of these methods, companies
found that they have to cooperate with their suppliers and distributors.
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To deliver high quality and low cost products, all entities involved must be
efficient. Any inefficient linkage in the supply chain will make the final product
less competitive.  It is argued that competition occurs between supply chains and
between EE’s rather than between companies. An EE requires its members to
surrender some of their autonomy and share proprietary information to enhance
the efficiency throughout the chain.  Without trust and a clear articulation of what
benefit they will receive in exchange, companies may not be willing to surrender
autonomy or reveal proprietary information. Hence, complete and timely
communication is critical to the success of EE.
3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR EE
An EE derives competitive advantages through collaboration among
constituents. These advantages include, among others, quicker adaptation to
changing requirements, productivity increases, lower costs, faster processes,
shorter cycle times and greater customer responsiveness. To realize these
advantages, EE constituents collaborate in areas such as strategy, operations,
organizations, and technology.
Information Technology (IT) collaboration provides the foundation for
collaborations in the other areas. For instance, to collaborate in production and
delivery, EE constituents may need to not only synchronize business processes,
but also integrate back-office applications such as Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to enhance information
flow. In addition, performance measurement and monitoring systems have to be
extended across the EE to communicate control information. Accordingly,
collaborations in various business functions typically presuppose considerable
collaboration in IT.  In fact, many of the benefits promised by EE are contingent
upon an IT framework that enables the necessary communications among
constituents.
The Integrated Manufacturing Technology Initiative (IMTI) shares a similar
view on the role of IT on EE. IMTI recognizes the ongoing migration towards the
EE paradigm.  A totally connected EE, according to IMTI, will reduce development
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and manufacturing costs, improve product quality, speed up time to market, enable
greater customer responsiveness, increase competitiveness and market share, and
generate higher return on capital.  IMTI expects future manufacturing information
systems to incorporate product libraries to enable product data interchange between
individuals, department units, and EE partners.  Future asset management systems
will dynamically and rapidly match assets to requirements across the EE.
Moreover, future supply chain management systems will be fully interoperable
across the EE.  All these future EE capabilities need to be supported by
corresponding IT developments.  According to IMTI, IT systems necessary for
the success of EE should have the following attributes: (1) information sharing
capacity, (2) minimal additional investment, (3) flexibility and interoperability,
and (4) security and integrity.
3.1. Information sharing
To operate accurately, quickly, and cost effectively, instantaneous integration
of data both within the enterprise and across collaborating enterprises is needed.
Efficient information sharing through interconnected business systems will ensure
that decisions are made in real time and with a clear understanding of enterprise-
wide impact.
IMTI expects future enterprise processes, equipment and systems to be linked
via a robust enterprise-wide communications infrastructure that delivers the right
information at the right time. Knowledge stored externally (such as industry
standards) at repositories and knowledge captured locally (such as manufacturing
knowledge) need to be accessible across corporate boundaries throughout the
EE. An EE therefore needs an enterprise-wide consistent model of information
sharing.
In addition, the rise of the EE model reflects a shift from managing resources
physically within corporate boundaries to coordinating resources and processes
owned by external parties. Dell Computer, for instance, is known for outsourcing
manufacturing, shipping, and other business processes to its partners. Because
there could be a large number of external partners (possible with different IT
platforms) to collaborate with, EE’s data sharing model must be widely adaptable
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so as to allow disparate enterprise systems to share information and business
processes while still operating autonomously.
3.2. Minimal investment
Extensive use of IT by an EE should be cost effective. IMTI calls for high
compatibility in future business systems, so that new modules can be integrated
with existing systems at minimal costs. However, in reality, there is usually a
significant initial investment in systems and in the reengineering of processes
and other back-end systems that small companies may not afford.
As an EE reaches out to its constituents, the complexity of collaboration rapidly
multiplies. Collaboration is needed not only among multiple regional and
departmental units within a single organization, but also among units of different
organizations within the EE. Therefore, collaborations in IT must be scalable. In
other words, an EE’s IT framework must maintain its cost-effectiveness and service
quality as the EE expands its boundaries. In particular, the IT framework must
enable the EE to embrace smaller and less technologically advanced constituents
such as the workforce, consumers, and suppliers. Currently, however, integration
across an EE between sophisticated electronic systems of large companies and
paper-based systems of small companies is limited and inefficient. A cost-effective
integrative solution is needed.
3.3. Flexibility and interoperability
As business partners are electronically connected, the entire economy becomes
more and more real-time. The Economist (February 2, 2002) describes this as a
“now” economy. An EE has real-time capabilities because transactions are
electronically transmitted and automatically processed in one continuous set across
the supply, order, and financing chain.  Ideally, when an order is placed, all affected
systems — supply replenishment, credit checks, financial accounting, sales
reporting — are updated at real-time so that an EE can react instantaneously to
business changes.  However, real-time processing may breakdown if some
information items cannot be delivered by the communication protocols. This is
common when an EE adds new businesses or forms ad hoc partnerships, or when
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a customer needs extra attention. New businesses, new partnerships, or extra
attention may require modification in the format of communication messages
(e.g. adding extra pieces of data to a message). For an EE to become real-time or
close to real-time, it needs the ability to immediately update communication
protocols as conditions require. Communication standards therefore must be
flexible.
In addition, an EE’s IT system must overcome configuration differences in
constituents’ software and hardware. Multiple systems from different vendors
across an EE need to be integrated to create competitive knowledge and generate
comparative advantage. In addition, as business relationships evolve overtime,
an EE needs to be able to modify system functionality at minimal cost. Cap Gemini
Ernst & Young (2002) remarks that “customer expectations are high, but loyalties
are low.”  In an era of e-business and web-commerce, competition has become so
intense that a customer could be lost in a few mouse-clicks. The traditional
approach that integrates one application at a time fails to meet the dynamism of
the Internet economy. An EE needs flexible integration that can be quickly created
or dissolved as needed (Radding, 2000).
Responding to this dynamism, IMTI highlights “Plug-and-Play
Interoperability” as an important feature of future systems. The massive and
expensive systems of today should be replaced by sets of flexible modules that
plug into the enterprise’s information system and become operable instantaneously.
A new supplier or vendor, regardless of its business systems, should be able to
plug into the enterprise’s system with no integration cost. Distributed operations
can then establish interoperable partnerships whenever necessary to respond to
emerging opportunities.
3.4. Security and integrity
IMTI summarizes its vision on information systems for manufacturing
enterprises as “providing the right information, at the right time, in the right
place.”  An important component of this vision is precision and accuracy in
manufacturing, product delivery, and business process. In an EE, production
will depend on shared manufacturing knowledge bases to optimize
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manufacturing processes.  Greater customer responsiveness can be achieved by
actively engaging the customer in product design and post- production support.
Financial and resource information such as performance and costs need to be
communicated across the EE to foster trust between partners and to monitor
collaborative events (Tomkins, 2001). With communications among
constituencies taking place electronically, EE has to develop control systems to
ensure data security and integrity in information sharing.
4.  BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF ERP AND EDI
Several IT technologies were developed to facilitate the electronic exchange
of data within and between organizations. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) are two IT technologies currently used for
electronic transaction processing.  ERP aims at integrating processes internal to
an organization while EDI focuses on standardizing information on transactions
with external parties. These technologies digitalize process and transaction
information so that compatible business systems can exchange data electronically
without human intervention.  However, compatibility is limited by differences in
standard, platform, and vendor. As an enterprise reaches out to collaborate with
external constituents, it needs technologies that offer high compatibility.
4.1. ERP strengths
ERP is an information system that manages data for core business functions
including finance, supply chain, production, sales, and logistics within an
organization. By standardizing and integrating data among business functions,
ERP system enables a company to efficiently execute business transactions within
its boundaries.
ERP improves the cooperation and interaction between disparate business
units of an organization by integrating department functions onto a single computer
system. Since a single computer system serves all departments, the flow of paper
documents among departments is eliminated.  For instance, a customer order can
flow through the ERP electronically, rather than in paper form. This avoids rekeying
as the order passes from one department’s systems to the next, and eliminates
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human errors. Real-time and accurate information flow resulting from ERP
improves coordination between departments.
If aided by an enterprise application integration (EAI) module, an ERP system
can communicate with other computing resources.2
 For instance, as a purchase order flows through the ERP’s order-fulfillment
process, a properly configured EAI module can automatically update the customer
relationship management (CRM) system and billing and accounting systems.
4.2. ERP limitations
However, EAI is expensive, integrates only a limited set of applications, and
is not flexible enough to support real-time changes in business processes (The
Economist, 2002).  Therefore, current ERP systems are only partially interoperable
with other IT resources such as client-server, Web, e-commerce sites, and legacy
applications even within the same enterprise.  Integrating ERP systems with IT
systems across enterprises is even more challenging.3 Because an integrative
interface layer is missing, ERP systems cannot support direct communication
with computer systems of suppliers, customers, and other external parties.  Costly
and inefficient integration methods are used for exchanging information among
ERP applications from different vendors. Accordingly, direct and real-time
information exchange is unavailable for joint processes distributed across multiple
enterprises. Circuitous communication between disparate systems undermines the
efficiency of collaboration among EE constituents.
EE requires more than what ERP is currently providing.  ERP systems need to
become easier to implement.  They also need to integrate with Internet applications
and link with systems and software used by other partners (Foster, 2000).  Because
ERP focuses on a company’s internal efficiency, it is naturally deficient in inter-
2
 EAI are a set of plans, methods, and tools aimed at modernizing, consolidating, and coordinating computer
applications in an enterprise.
3
 The inability to use real-time data is another limitation of ERP systems.  External partners such as
suppliers may need real-time data for collaborative design, testing, and manufacturing.  In addition, customers
may demand real-time communication as regards personal preference, product availability, shipment status,
and payment.  Current ERP systems with planning functions based on historical forecasts do not capture or
provide such real-time information (Foster, 2000).
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enterprise operations. In an e-business age where considerable economic benefits
come from closer ties with customers, suppliers, and other external constituents,
ERP’s internal focus is a costly limitation.
Efficiency gained internally can create only limited competitive advantage.
ERP needs to be expanded beyond enterprise boundaries to capture additional
efficiency through collaborating with external constituents. This means that ERP
systems across an EE need to be integrated to form a collaborative framework.
An example of this cross-enterprise integration approach is provided by EDI.
4.3. EDI strengths
EDI refers to the computer-to-computer transfer of business transaction
information using standard, industry-accepted, message formats4. EDI enables
automated inter-company business processing such as sending purchase orders,
exchanging shipping information, and receiving confirmations. EDI standards
specify how business transactions are encoded to form an EDI message (such as
a EDI purchase order) to be communicated electronically between organizations.
EDI software transports the output from one system across a network, electronically
and without human intervention, to be processed as input to another system.
A typical EDI directly links the computers of customers, manufacturers, and
suppliers.  It removes the need for paperwork such as purchase orders and invoices
between suppliers and their customers. By eliminating the paper documents
medium, EDI avoids unnecessary processing time, transaction costs and costly
errors.5
4.4. EDI limitations
However, EDI suffers from several limitations.  EDI standards are inflexible.  As
industry standards aiming at uniformity, EDI standards are inherently restrictive.  They
4
 Current EDI standards includes Data Interchange Standards Association’s ANSI X12 and the United
Nations’ EDIFACT.
5
 Use of EDI has lead to increased efficiency and lower transaction costs in retailing.  For instance, Wal-
Mart’s competitive advantage is built on an EDI-based information networking.  Wal-Mart uses EDI to report
point of sale data to suppliers to facilitate automatic replenishment.
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are not flexible enough to cater to specific information needs of individual companies.
Rigid EDI standards define what data is included in an EDI document, how such data
is coded, and when a particular piece of data should or should not be used.
Unexpected data or omission causes the EDI message to be misinterpreted.  If
two trading partners need to specify alternate delivery address depending on the
day-of-week, for instance, such information is too rich to be included in the EDI
purchase order message. The two companies have to communicate such
information separately, which requires extra effort and processing time to relate
back to the original purchase order. Because current EDI standards are slow to
respond to individual business needs, inefficiency exists in EDI-based EE.
EDI systems encode a business document into a continuous string of highly
cryptic data elements separated by some delimiter. For instance, the following
EDI message, taken from Gelinas et al.’s (1999) EDI illustration, start a transaction
set, begin a new purchase order, identify the seller, and identify the buyer.  The
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EDI’s human interfacing is awkward. The above message makes little sense
because the metadata describing the meaning of the data is missing. Because EDI
data is transmitted without its metadata, an EDI message requires special translation
software that understands the metadata. When such metadata is missing, EDI
information cannot be shared with a third system.
EDI is designed to support B2B, but not B2C transactions because a typical
consumer does not have translation software. Presentation of EDI document for
human understanding is clumsy. Where human interaction is needed, as in
consumer participation in product design and in B2C transactions, EDI data is
deficient.
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Moreover, current EDI systems provide only an expensive and hence limited
cross-enterprise integration solution. EDI is expensive because its complex
standards require special EDI technical support staff.  A limited market size makes
EDI software costly.  The use of proprietary communication networks such as
value added network further raises EDI’s cost6.
Small companies usually cannot afford the significant initial investment in
EDI systems and in the reengineering of processes and other back-end systems
(Kogan, 1997; Smith 2001)7. Only about 5% of companies outside the Fortune
1000 in the top 10 industrial countries are EDI users (OASIS, 2000).  Therefore,
the paperless electronic business environment, and its cost-effectiveness and
efficiency, are yet to be realized by about 25 million small and medium enterprises
in the world (OASIS, 2000).
EDI users cannot share information with nonusers because EDI is highly
cryptic. Non-EDI software cannot interpret EDI data. Non-EDI users do not have
access to expensive translation software and private network. EDI is therefore
confined to large companies that can afford the investment and achieve economies
of scale.  Medium and small companies are relegated to a paper system. An EE
constituted of organizations of different sizes therefore needs to maintain both
the EDI system and the paper system. As in the case of a supply chain, a single
inefficient component in the EE could make the final product uncompetitive.
Since part of the EE is paper-based and since translation between the two
systems is needed, it cannot realize the full benefits of real-time, error-free, low
cost transactions. The drive to cut costs and increase productivity sometimes causes
large corporations to force their smaller trading partners to become EDI compliant
(Hart and Saunders, 1997; Hart and Saunders, 1998). Medium and small companies
are left with the dilemma of losing business or investing in EDI.
6
 A value-added network (VAN) is a private network provider (sometimes called a turnkey communications
line) that is hired by a company to facilitate electronic data interchange (EDI) or provide other network
services.
7
 According to Kogan (1997): “Small companies cannot afford the investments in private network
connections, protocol definitions, and software development required for EDI as well as the modifications
toward compatible standards between the parties involved.”  Smith (2001) expresses similar concern, “Large
companies have used EDI for many years as an electronic replacement for paper invoices, paper checks, etc.,
but high costs barred its use by smaller companies.”
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5.  PROPERTIES OF XML
One technology that avoids the limitations of ERP and EDI and meets IMTI’s
four criteria is the Extensible Markup Language (XML) and its derivatives. The
syntax of XML is specified in the document “Extensible Markup Language (XML)
1.0 (Second Edition).”  This document describes the structure of XML documents
and the behavior of computer programs that process them. It has been reviewed
by members of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and other interested
parties and has been endorsed by the W3C Director as a W3C Recommendation.8
XML is created to support commercial use of the World Wide Web and to
enhance distributed document processing. Following the success of HTML as a
simple and easy-to-use language over the Web, the same development philosophy
was used to design XML for maximum ease of implementation and straightforward
usability over the Internet.  These design principles make it easy to create XML
documents, to create a new XML grammar as the business logic requires, and to
write programs that process XML documents.
As discussed below, the simplicity in creating any new XML grammar through
extension provides XML with immense flexibility to support a wide variety of
applications. This extensibility explains why XML is called an extensible language.
Sun Microsystems, a major contributor to early stage XML development,
summarizes many benefits of XML:9
“XML promises to simplify and lower the cost of data
interchange and publishing in a Web environment.  XML is a
text-based syntax that is readable by both computer and humans.
XML offers data portability and reusability across different
platforms and devices.  It is also flexible and extensible, allowing
new tags to be added without breaking an existing document
structure.  Based on Unicode, XML provides global language
support.  XML is poised to play a prominent role as a data
interchange format in electronic business Web applications such
as e-commerce, supply-chain management, workflow, and
application integration.”
8
 The W3C creates Web standards, which are formally called W3C recommendations.
9
 http://www.sun.com/software/xml/faqs.html#3
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To address the requirements of commercial Web use, XML incorporates
important capabilities, namely extensibility, structure representation, and structural
validation, which are missing from HTML (Bosak, 1997). In particular, XML
information providers can create new tags and attributes to semantically qualify
their data. Document structures can be nested to any level of complexity to reflect
relationships among data. Moreover, any XML document can contain an optional
description of its grammar to allow applications that import data for processing to
check the data for structural validity.
The following example (Illutration 1) of an XML document abstract illustrates
extensibility — the creation of new tags as needed.  For instance, opening and
closing purchaseOrderNum tags are created to enclose the data R49470, resulting
in an XML element <purchaseOrderNum> R49470 </purchaseOrderNum>.  Tags
describe the meaning of data to the system receiving the message.  In addition,
the same example also illustrates document structure.  In particular, the nesting of
purchaseOrderNum, purchaseOrderDate, supplier, shipTo, billTo, and itemList
elements within the purchaseOrder element conveys the structural relationship
that a purchaseOrder is composed of multiple components.  An importing
application can use a grammar description document called XML Schema (shown
in a later section) to check data for structural validity.  By contrast, HTML does
not allow any customized tag such as purchaseOrderNum, has no means to
represent the hierarchical relationship that a parent element consists of a certain
child elements, and does not support structural validation.
6.  FLOW OF XML DATA ACROSS EE
XML is designed to store, carry and exchange data (Williams, 2001). This
section describes XML data flows across an EE. The flows of purchase order data
in XML format illustrate how XML-related technologies enable automated data
processing at EE constituents’ parsers, applications, processors, and browsers.
The flows of financial statement data in the Extensible Business Reporting
Language (XBRL) format provide additional examples of XML-enabled inter-
operability across the EE.
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6.1. XML Purchase Order
The system flowchart (Figure 1) below presents the logical data flows across
Dell’s EE and the processing steps involving XML documents. An XML business
document such as a purchase order can be created in XML format, transmitted
electronically across the EE to the vendor’s system, validated and processed at
the vendor’s system to update related records, and then displayed on screen.
In (1, 2, 3), customer Citigroup creates XML purchase order in electronic
form.  There may be some manual input procedures at this stage but rekeying is
never needed subsequently. The XML purchase order is then transmitted across
the EE through the Internet (4) to the vendor Dell.  Dell’s system will receive the
electronic version of the XML purchase order (5).  Before further processing, the
vendor’s system checks the structural validity of this XML purchase order with
respect to the grammar of purchase order specified in a DTD or an XML Schema
(6). The part of the vendor’s application software responsible for this validity
check is called the parser (7). The application software will also further processes
the XML purchase order to update ERP, CRM, and billing and accounting systems
(7, 8).  The XML purchase order is both machine- and human- readable.   Therefore,
the vendor can display the validated XML document (9) using presentation
instructions from an XSL document (10) and a processor program that is typically
Illustration 1. XML Extensibility and Structure
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embedded in a current-generation browser (11).  The display is then visible on a
computer screen (12).
Dell’s application software could be programmed to order necessary
components from suppliers, to contract for delivery and to send out invoice, all
through automatically creating new XML documents. This is possible because all
necessary information for these documents are either stored online (8) or can be
extract from the validated XML purchase order (9). Suppose Citigroup’s purchase
order includes a monitor, which Dell needs to order from Sony.  Dell’s application
Software can extract the productNum and quantity from the Citigroup’s purchase
order, and use this information to create an XML purchase order to be sent to
Sony (13).  As in the case of Dell, Sony needs to validate the incoming purchase
order (14, 15, 16) before processing it to update its records (17). Likewise, from
Citigroup’s XML purchase order, Dell’s application software can extract the shipTo
element to create an XML delivery memo for FedEx to pickup the computer from
a Dell’s facility and the monitor from Sony to deliver to Citigroup, and extract the
itemList element to create an XML invoice for Citigroup. This automatic flow of
information between customer, manufacturer, supplier and freighter reduces time
and transaction cost between these links in EE.
6.2. Key XML Technologies Enabling Data Flow and Processing in EE
The flow of XML data across the EE depicted above relies on several XML
technologies. Specifically, W3C’s XML Recommendation is used in (3).  DTD/
XML Schema and XML parser are used in (6) and (7).  XSL and XML processor
are used in (10) and (11).  This subsection examines how such technologies
support EE.
XML document complying with W3C’s recommendation
The following XML document (Illustration 2), created in compliance with
W3C’s XML Recommendation, carries the contents of a purchase order.  XML
tags communicate the meaning of XML data element to XML applications.  For
instance, the opening and closing <address> </address> tag pair embedded within
the <supplier> </supplier> tag pair makes machines as well as humans understand
that “One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX, 78682-2244” is the supplier’s address.
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Figure 1. System Flowchart of Purchase Order Data Flows across EE
Source: The chart is developed based on information from several public sources.
Likewise, data defining various attributes of a product item is enclosed in tag
pairs such as <productNum> </productNum>, <productName> </productName>,
<quantity> </quantity>, <price> </price>, and <amount> </amount>, which are
embedded inside the <item> </item> tag pair.
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Grammar specified in DTD/XML schema
The XML grammar (a.k.a. taxonomy) for a specific purpose such as a purchase
order can be defined either in a DTD (document type definition) or a XML Schema.
The following XML Schema abstract (Illustration 3a) describes the expected
structure of the purchase order in Illustration 2. It specifies, among others, how
elements can be nested, what elements are allowed, and what data type is expected.
For instance, it stipulates that a purchaseOrder element is of PurchaseOrderType,
and must have, among others, an itemList as a nested element. An itemList element
is defined to be of type ItemListType, which may have zero or more item elements.
In addition, an item element must have productNum, productName, quantity, price,
and amount as nested elements. Based on this XML Schema, a parser program
can determine the structural validity of an imported XML purchase order document.
Figure 2 describes these structural requirements pictorially.
Illustration 2. An XML Purchase Order
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Illustration 3a. An XML Schema for Purchase Order
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of Elements Stipulated by XML Schema
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DTD and XML schema typically offers similar functionality.  However, XML
Schema is intended to replace DTD, and therefore, offers a richer and more
advanced technology. DTD is more cryptic but less verbose. Just like XML
Schema, DTD can be used to constrain an XML document. For instance, the
following DTD fragment (Illustration 3b) stipulates the same structural validity
requirements for the XML purchase order document as does the XML Schema.
Processing of XML document by application software
In addition to performing structural validation, the application software of
the vendor will process the XML purchase order for necessary updates and business
decisions.  For instance, the application software may be programmed to extract
the contents of the productNum and quantity elements from within the item element
for further processing. If sufficient inventory exists, the inventory table needs to
be updated for the quantity sold. The following illustration (Illustration 4a) shows
how program codes for such a purpose can be written in the JAVA programming
language using McLaughlin’s (2000) JDOM application programming interface
(API).
Specifically, doc is an object of the Document type defined in the JDOM API.
This doc object invokes its getRootElement() method to access the root level element,
namely purchaseOrder, of the XML purchase order document.  The program then
dives three levels below the root element, through invoking the getChild() method
three times, to get to the productNum element. The content of productNum is
subsequently returned through a call to the getContent() method, and assigned to
the pNum variable.  A similar strategy allows the content of the quantity element to
be retrieved and assigned to the pQty variable. Retrieval of specific element contents
Illustration 3b. A DTD for Purchase Order
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is possible because the XML Schema provides information about the nesting structure
and the tag pair enclosing each piece of data.
Illustration 4a. Abstract of application software
The product number specified in the purchase order is now stored in the pNum
variable. Therefore, pNum can be used to construct a Structured Query Language
(SQL) statement to query first the MAKER table of the database to identify the
producer for productNum (see Illustration 4b). If the MAKERID identifies a self-
produced product, a second SQL statement can query the INVENTORY table for
quantity of inventory currently on hand.
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The variable currentQty, representing the current inventory on hand, is
compared with the numerical value of pQty to determine inventory adequacy
(see Illustration 4c). If excess inventory exists, then the sale can be carried out
and the INVENTORY table can be updated for the quantity sold using a third
SQL statement.
Illustration 4c. Abstract of Application Software
If MAKERID identifies an external supplier, the application software can
automatically generate a new XML purchase order using the values of productNum
and quantity extracted from customer Citigroup’s original XML purchase order
(see Illustration 4d). The same information is also useful for a new XML invoice
to be sent back to Citigroup. Using a similar technique, Dell’s application software
can also copy the shipTo element from Citigroup’s XML invoice onto a new XML
delivery memo to FedEx.
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Illustration 4d. Abstract of Application Software
Displaying XML purchase order on screen
XML documents are readable by both machines and human beings.  An XML-
related technology called XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) enables XML
documents to be transformed into various formats (typically HTML, MS-Word,
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and pdf) for presentation.  To illustrate, the purchase order document in Illustration
2 is transformed into HTML by transformation instructions specified in an XSL
file and then displayed in a browser (see Figure 3).
The XSL document (see Illustration 5) contains presentation instructions.  For
instance, XSL first requires looking for the purchaseOrder element, and specifies
a tabular presentation format. Once the purchaseOrder element is matched, XSL
looks inside for nesting elements purchaseOrderNum and purchaseOrderDate until
it finds the targets. The node names of target elements are to be displayed in gold
(FFCC33) and the contents in yellowish-white (FFFFCC).
Illustration 5. Abstract of an XSL File for Displaying the Purchase Order as HTML
6.3. XBRL financial statements
The exchange of financial and resource information across the EE, as Tomkins
(2001) argues, fosters trust between partners and helps monitor collaborative
events. As in the case of the purchase order, XML and its related technologies
facilitate timely and efficient processing of financial information across the EE.
XBRL, an XML derivative, is developed as a framework for automatically
preparing, publishing, exchanging and analyzing financial statement information
(XBRL.org, 2001). The system flowchart in Figure 4 illustrates how financial
statements in XBRL format can be automatically created and then electronically
transmitted through the Internet to computer systems of EE constituents for further
analyses.
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Dell’s financial statements in XBRL format are automatically generated from
application software and online storage (1, 2, 3)10.  XBRL instance documents so
generated can then be filed with the SEC and become available to financial
statement users (4, 5), or transmitted to other EE constituents (7, 8). An EE
constituent such as Sony, therefore, can obtain Dell’s XBRL instances (9) either
from the SEC (6) or directly from Dell (7). Before further processing, Sony’s
parser validates Dell’s XBRL instances with respect to XBRL grammar (10, 11,
13). As a vendor to Dell, Sony may be interested in monitoring and analyzing
Dell’s financial health.  Sony’s application software (11), in collaboration with
online storage (12), can be programmed to perform such an analysis.  Automation
is possible because XBRL tags specifically identify each piece of accounting data
to Sony’s application software. Finally, Sony’s browser, aided by a XML processor
that interprets XSL presentation instructions, can display Dell’s financial statements
on a computer screen (14, 15, 16).
10
 Chou (2002) implements a mapping wizard that generates XBRL instances from accounting data in
ERP.
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XML technologies enabling XBRL data flows and processing are essentially
the same as those supporting flows of purchase order data across the EE.
Therefore, program codes of application software for XBRL processing are not
detailed here.
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Figure 4. System Flowchart of XBRL Data Flows across EE
Source: The chart is developed based on information from several public sources.
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7.  BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF XML
7.1. How XML facilitates EE
XML is designed to simplify use, lower the cost of data exchange, offer data
portability across different platforms, and support structural validity.  These
qualities are valuable to EE as we have seen in the Dell example. Accordingly,
XML is adopted as a core technology in many EE applications and integrative
solutions. This section discusses how XML meets EE’s information sharing,
minimal investment, flexibility and interoperability, and security and integrity
requirements.
Information sharing
An XML document is self-describing because the data and metadata are stored
together. XML enriches the message by adding context information through a
hierarchy of tags. The following XML purchase order segment (Illustration 6) is
understandable to both machines and humans. It conveys address information
between systems. In addition, the hierarchical structure provides further
information that the address belongs to a supplier on a purchase order.  A third
system, such as a search engine, can make reasonably good sense of this data.
Unlike the case of EDI, any other systems that need to process this XML document
do not need any special translation software11.
Illustration 6. XML Data and Meta Data
11
 If a system needs to validate this XML document before processing, it may download the related
grammar from an identified URL.
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Representing data in plain text, XML is highly software- and hardware-
independent. XML is thus an ideal common denominator for multiple legacy
systems or multiple databases of diverse systems. Because different types of
application can read XML data, XML provides a convenient way to share and
exchange data across an EE.
Information systems of EE need to incorporate the consumer. IMTI expects
future enterprises to actively engage the consumer in product design.  The current
generation of web browsers supports and displays XML.  As a markup language,
XML functions well in a Web based B2C environment, helping business to actively
engage the consumer. As an EE reaches farther outside corporate boundaries and
relies more on the Internet, XML’s ability to share information with web
applications will become more prominent.
Minimal investment
EDI’s complexity and expense could drive many users toward XML
(Linthicum, 1999). By contrast, XML offers a low cost, low learning curve, and
low technical demand solution to e-business. These benefits reduce the overall
installation and maintenance cost of an XML-based e-business system (GAO,
2002).
XML is a universal, public, and free standard. No single company can make it
a private property. XML is augmented by related validation technology (DTD
and XML Schema), presentation technology (XSL), and parser and processor
technology, which, just like XML itself, are freely available in the public domain.
In addition, based on ASCII, XML is hardware and software independent.  XML
users are not bound to any proprietary system. These features contribute to the
low setup cost of XML-based solution.
XML is designed to be easy to use. Simple XML standard obviates special
technical support staff. The costs to customize application software, and to develop
XML documents, new XML grammar, and XSL presentation instructions are low.
Moreover, XML documents are transmitted through the Internet, thus avoiding
rental fees of dedicated data lines.  Since practically all companies have access to
the Internet, an Internet-based solution like XML offers enormous economy of
scale, which further drives down any necessary costs.
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To help companies around the world realize the advantage of XML in e-
business, the United Nations and the Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards (OASIS) are currently sponsoring the
development of an XML-based e-business framework called ebXML. ebXML
intends to “provide an open XML-based infrastructure enabling the global use of
electronic business information in an interoperable, secure and consistent manner
by all parties” (ebXML, 2002)12.  While available for companies of all sizes, ebXML
is most beneficial to small and medium companies left out by EDI.
Following the tradition of XML-related technologies, ebXML is a nonprofit,
and nonproprietary effort. It capitalizes on the benefits of XML as mentioned
above, and avoids EDI’s costly path.  In particular, ebXML’s design promotes the
use of inexpensive, plug-and-play software. It provides a standard method to
enables enterprises of any size to exchange business messages, conduct trading
relationships, and communicate data in common terms over the Internet.  By
using freely available XML technology and by taking advantage of the economies
of scale presented by the Internet, ebXML offers an economical e-business
alternative to EDI. This alternative enables even small and medium enterprises to
participate electronically in e-business, which in turn helps EE realize its full
benefits.
Flexibility and interoperability
As an EE reaches out to seek new business opportunities, it needs
communication standards flexible enough to accommodate unpredicted business
needs. When new message components are needed, companies should not be left
to wait for changes in industry standards, or wait for proprietary application vendors
to revise software coding. XML provides facilities for the user to customize the
grammar as required.  In contrast, since EDI message definition (i.e. the grammar)
is programmed into the proprietary software, which has to be recompiled upon
modification, EDI document structure is not serviceable by user.
12
 ebXML’s infrastructure provides a company profile registry that specifies the registrant’s ebXML
capabilities and constraints, and supported business processes and business messages.  Companies can retrieve
each other’s profile, and execute a Collaboration Protocol Agreement (CPA) if profile contents are mutually
agreeable.
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Unpredicted business needs may require customizing the grammar for the
transmission of extra pieces of information. For instance, if two trading partners
need to specify multiple delivery addresses depending on the day-of-week of
delivery, they should be allowed to redefine the grammar of the purchase order to
accommodate such data.
The following illustration (Illustration 7) shows a fragment of an original
XML Schema for purchase order. The shipTo element, defined to be of the
shipToType, has no facility to carry discretionary delivery information contingent
upon the day-of-week. Therefore, such information cannot be communicated
before the grammar is modified.
Illustration 7. XML Schema before Redefining
XML provides flexibility through grammar extension.  One way to extend
or customize an existing grammar is by redefining. The shipToType of the above
XML Schema can be redefined to include multiple shipToChoice elements, each
specifying a day-of-week and destination option (see Illustration 8a).
Using the redefined schema, trading partners now can specify within the shipTo
element multiple delivery choices depending on the day-of-week. The following
XML fragment (Illustration 8b) specifies two delivery locations, one for Saturday
and Sunday, and the other for Monday through Friday.
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Illustration 8b. XML purchase order based on redefined XML Schema
In addition to having a flexible grammar, XML enhances interoperability
between ERP and non-ERP applications such as e-commerce sites and legacy
applications. Traditional ERP integration occurs at the application level, one
application at a time. The economic and time cost to integrate all applications is
prohibitive. XML integrates at the data level by standardizing the format of
exchanged data. Typically disparate systems gain interoperability when they can
communicate on a common data medium. As XML standardizes the data format
rather than the application, interoperability is not dependent on the application.
In other words, XML facilitates information sharing with any application, including
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future applications unknown at the current time, as long as these applications
adopt the same data format.
In addition, since ASCII XML data is platform-independent and application-
independent, computer systems of any vendor can be easily configured to process
XML13. Some ERP vendors have already adopted XML for describing data.
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) software vendors are adding more
integration capabilities via XML14.
XML’s ability to carry structured data increases the efficiency of integration.
When data and metadata (that describes the meaning of data) are separated,
application programmers have to physically link each data to its metadata before
developing programming logics.  In contrast, XML relaxes the above limitation
by binding data with metadata through a hierarchy of tags.  Readable by humans,
XML’s structured data is optimized for easy programming. Therefore, structured
data simplifies the job of making XML-based applications interoperable.
Similarly, XML offers inter-company integrative solution to EE. The main
effort occurs at the ebXML project, which is intended to bring e-business capability
to all companies15.  As a core technology of ebXML, XML offers businesses of all
sizes a common message structure and syntax for exchanging business data over
the Internet.  Current EDI users can participate in this new mode of data exchange
because ebXML defines common data objects that allow companies to interchange
standard EDI data with XML vocabularies. By bringing EDI and XML together,
ebXML provides EE with a complete cross-enterprise integration solution.
Security and integrity
With communications between business partners taking place electronically,
companies have to develop control systems to ensure that transactions are executed
properly. XML-related technologies enable these controls. Public Key
13
 EDI integrates at the data level too, but it is expensive solution because its format is cryptic, complex,
and proprietary.  EDI puts unreasonable burden on the humans who have to handle EDI data.
14
 These vendors are SAP, Oracle, and PeopleSoft.
15
 Two other initiatives, the XML/EDI Initiative and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration) share a similar goal of enabling interoperable e-Business interactions (Webber and Dutton, 2000).
XML is used in both.
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Infrastructures (PKI) technologies can be applied to a complete XML document
to achieve security objectives such as privacy, integrity, and authenticity.  In
addition, when different elements of an XML document are intended to be for
different recipient, security protection can also be applied at the element level.
XML security technology such as XML encryption and XML signature are
currently being developed for this purpose (Mactaggart, 2001).
The following example depicts how encrypting an XML element enables
secure transmission of transaction information. In the scenario described in Figure
1, some XML documents flowing across the EE may contain sensitive information.
Dell, for instance, needs to send out a purchase order to Sony as outlined in
Illustration 9a, but it may desire to keep its cost information secret.  Therefore,
Dell needs to encrypt the content of the <price> element to protect price information
against eavesdropping.
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W3C’s (2002a) candidate recommendation on XML Encryption Syntax and
Processing specifies a process for encrypting data and representing the result in
XML. Encryption can be applied on an XML document, an XML element, or
XML element content. When Dell encrypts the content of the <price> element of
the purchase order to Sony, the original content of 199.00 will be replaced by an
<EncryptedData> element (see Illustration 9b). This <EncryptedData> element
provides the encoded price, and specifies the algorithm and the name of the key
necessary for decoding.
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Illustration 9b. Encrypting Sensitive Information
XML uses constraints to safeguard the integrity of data.  Constraints are
specified in either a DTD or a XML schema. An XML document containing data
not conforming to a named DTD or XML Schema will fail to be validated by
such DTD or XML Schema.  An XML document that fails the validation process
will be denied further processing. An EE using XML as a data medium therefore
can rely on XML constraints to provide assurance of data integrity as long as
appropriate constraints are spelled out in a DTD or XML Schema.  For instance,
the XML Schema fragment in Illustration 10 specifies allowable values for a
Stock Keeping Unit (SKU).
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Illustration 10. XML Schema fragment specifying data constraints
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7.2. Limitations of XML
Critics challenge XML’s semantics capacity.  Kimbrough (2000) argues that
XML, while offering a clear lexicon and a fully rigorous grammar, lacks the
semantics for business messages. Madnick (2001) points to XML’s limitations in
handling rich semantics16. However, Kimbrough (2000) and Madnick (2001)
believe that XML’s semantic capacity can be enhanced by using a FLBC (formal
language for business communication) to formally express business messages
and by using semantic metadata17.
XML is a new technology with a short implementation record. Vendors rushing
to unleash XML products are testing different implementation philosophies, but
eventually only a few may survive. Therefore, an EE starting to embrace XML
may assume additional business risk when adopting XML products.
Technical shortcomings of XML are attributable to its verbosity and its ASCII
format. XML’s opening and closing tags (and also attributes names) often take up
sizable storage space and transmission bandwidth, undermining the efficiency of
EE’s information system.  In addition, enabling only ASCII format means XML
cannot be represented as binary and cannot transport binary data, such as
multimedia data, between EE partners.
Fortunately, the open nature of XML promotes collaboration among multiple
research and design groups to resolve these limitations. In particular, efficient
taxonomy design can reduce verbosity of XML tags. New XML-related
technologies such as XLink and WBXML are being developed to integrate XML
with the binary environment18.
16
 Madnick (2001) points to the semantic confusion of XML tag such as <P/E Ratio>, which may have
multiple definitions depending on whether quarterly, yearly, historical, or forecasted earnings is used.
17
 For instance, Kimbrough (2000) argues that XML cannot formally express the business message: “s
requests of a that a pay s for item 789.”  A main emphasis of FLBC is to model speech acts such as promising,
requesting, accepting, asserting, etc., which are common in business communication.
18
 XML Linking Language (XLink) allows elements to be inserted into XML documents in order to
create and describe links between resources.  See http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/ for details.
WAP Binary XML (WBXML) Encoding Specification defines a compact binary representation of the Extensible
Markup Language.  This binary XML content format reduces the transmission size of XML documents and
allows more effective use of XML data on narrowband communication channels.  See http://www.w3.org/TR/
wbxml/ for details.
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8.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The EE paradigm of doing business is expected to increase the rate of
innovation and productivity through the pooling of talents and expertise of different
organizations. It will also reduce costs and increase speed to market. These
improvements are enabled by advances in technology and business practices.
However, there are still challenges to be overcome before EE can achieve its
claimed potential. Among these is the challenge of developing or identifying the
right types of IT. In this paper we discuss this challenge and analyze XML’s
suitability as an IT for EE.
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